Rendering conventional molecular fingerprints for virtual screening independent of molecular complexity and size effects.
Molecular complexity and size effects represent a known complication of fingerprint similarity searching and virtual screening that often leads to an increase in false-positive rates and a decrease in hit rates. In standard fingerprints, differences in the complexity of reference and database molecules lead to different fingerprint bit densities, which negatively affects similarity search calculations, in particular, when fingerprints of reference molecules have higher bit density than corresponding fingerprints of database compounds. In pharmaceutical research, this is the case in many practical virtual screening applications when chemically optimized reference molecules are used. Herein we introduce an intuitive computational method to make standard fingerprints such as structural keys or pharmacophore feature fingerprints independent of molecular complexity and size effects. This is achieved by applying the concept of 'balanced codes' originating in computer science. Following this approach, binary fingerprints are transformed by incorporating the complement of their bit patterns. This straightforward transformation produces fingerprint representations with characteristic bit patterns that have exactly half of their bit positions set on, corresponding to a constant bit density of 50 % for all test compounds, regardless of their complexity and size. In similarity search calculations in the presence of complexity effects of increasing magnitude, transformed structural key and pharmacophore fingerprints display consistently better performance than their unmodified counterparts and recover active compounds in cases where the original fingerprints fail.